
Ostomy Fashion Tips from the Pros 
(People Rocking Ostomies with Style) 

Accessories 

 
Accessories are additional products that help prevent or treat ostomy problems or conceal the stoma and pouch. 

They may be sold by supply companies, in stores, on Amazon or on the manufacturer’s website. Not all are 

covered by insurance. Here are a few types of accessories.  

 

 Pouch Covers are typically made to hide the contents of your pouch (if you’re using a transparent pouch), 

these don’t offer protection from impact, and usually add a bit of bulk to your appliance, but there are many 

great patterns, styles, and materials available.
3
 

 Stoma guards protect a stoma from an impact and some channel the flow of the stool/urine downward .
3
 

 A hernia belt, which can also be referred to as a hernia prevention belt or a hernia support belt, is an 

accessory used to either prevent or support a parastomal hernia.
3
 Hernia  

 Ostomy wraps, which are often called ostomy bands, are a popular accessory that can be used to both 

support and conceal an ostomy appliance. 
3
 

 Ostomy support garments, as the name implies, are a group of accessories designed to help support the 

weight of an ostomy appliance. 
3 
These include special underwear made for ostomates 

 

Fashion Tips: 
 

In addition to accessories, sometimes regular clothing can be used to conceal a pouch and offer additional 

support. These tips come from people living with an ostomy. 

High-waisted Clothing: 

 
 High-waisted shorts/jeans/skirts to help everything feel in place and concealed when needed. They draw 

attention to above the stoma (just make sure the waist line does not hit the stoma – it should be above or 

below the stoma).
1,2,3,6

 

 Tight high-waisted skirts made of thick material are perfect. If worn with leggings or tights underneath, 

there is an added layer of clothing to smooth out your ostomy pouch, but these skirts are also able do the 

trick on their own. Think thick material and patterns and/or texture.
2
 

 There are high-waisted products which are designed specifically for ostomates, but you can also find high-

waisted products in most clothing stores or online. These are intended to keep your pouch below the belt 

line without the need for any other accessories. They sometimes offer security (if they include a “pouch 

pocket”), but don’t protect your stoma from impact.
3
 

Pants: 
 
 Pleated trousers allow more room for the bag to fill and work well for men and women.

1,3,6
 

 Jeans shouldn’t be too tight and stretch denim would be good to get, especially if you put your pouch in 

your pants.
3
 

 If you want to wear lower waisted jeans-wear a bodysuit (Spanx®) underneath so your pouch doesn’t 

“peek” out above the jeans. 
6
 

 Sweatpants and track pants are other options, and they tend to have elastic waists which accommodate most 

stoma placements.
 3
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 When buying pants, it’s always better to get one waist size larger if you’re planning on keeping your pouch 

under your clothes.
3
 

Wraps, Belts, Shapewear and Undergarments: 

 
 There are several wraps created by Ostomysecrets, including the Classic Wrap and the Classic Wrap Lite. 

These are great for when you aren’t wearing leggings or tights or for coupling with leggings or tights if you 

are wearing a tight dress. 

 I find I can wear any type of clothing when I wear these products:Spanx®, Spandex biker-like shorts, a belly 

band (similar to what pregnant women wear), an ostomy wrap or stealth belt, and underwear or briefs with a 

higher waist. These products help keep the ostomy bag close to your abdomen.  This way, even when your 

ostomy bag is filling up, it is very difficult to see. *** A note about Spanx®: if your belly is sensitive, 

distended or painful, opt out of the Spanx and go for a looser option like a belly band used for women who 

are pregnant or a bandeau (often sold as a stretchy tube top).If your belly becomes tender while wearing 

Spanx or a wrap, take it off.
 1 

 

 Ostomy Support Wraps and Maternity Bands can range from basic maternity wraps to more specialty wraps 

made for ostomates. They allow for the concealment of your appliance, and offer some support, too. Wraps 

designed for ostomates usually have pockets which you can fit your pouch into. This helps to keep the 

bottom of the pouch from hanging below the bottom of the wrap.
3
 

 The Stealth Belt Pro works by keeping my pouch above the belt line, so clothes can be tucked in easily. This 

does come with one drawback: because of the horizontal placement, you need a pouch that can rotate or you 

need to adhere the pouch horizontally when you do an appliance change. I discuss these points in my review 

of the Stealth Belt Pro Underwear designed for male ostomates are nearly always high waisted and some 

feature a hidden pocket to help support your appliance.
3  

 If you’re wearing a longer pouch, it’ll probably get in the way of things, so fold it in half before putting on 

the wrap. This isn’t an issue with the Stealth Belt Pro, as your pouch is horizontal and kept well out of the 

way.
3
 

 Regular boxers are another option, and these can be found in a high-waisted option as well if you want to 

put it over your pouch. Go for loose-fitting boxers to help with pouch expansion or tighter boxers if that’s 

not a concern.
3
 

 While not a necessity, there is underwear that has a high waist and can act as a wrap for your pouch, keeping 

it low profile and more secure. These are usually suited best for men with lower stoma placements.
 3

 

Other clothing and clothing tips: 

 Dark colors conceal better than lighter colors; patterns trick the eye and draw attention away from 

any bulges.
1  

 Loose T-shirts hang away from your abdomen.
1
 

 Tunics and capris work well. 
4
 

 Any sort of cinched waist that flows away from the body works very well (like A-line dresses and 

peplum tops, which are blouses with a lower half that is an overskirt.
1
 

 Leggings with a thick band at the top, preferably a band that encompasses the wafer.
2
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 Dresses (or rompers) that cinch at the smallest part of my natural waist are perfect. I usually wear a 

wrap, leggings, or tights under these to keep my pouch against my body.
2
 

 Bring a light jacket, loose sweatshirt, or scarf to put on if your bag starts to fill and become 

noticeable. This will cover up the area and you can continue to go about your day.
1
 

 Dressing casual is one of the easiest ways to dress with an ostomy. Since casual clothing often goes 

with untucked shirts and loose-fitting clothes, there’s less of a need to worry about concealing or 

protecting your appliance.
3
 

 For ostomates who have their stoma below the belt line, there shouldn’t be many problems with 

tucking your shirt in and keeping your pouch under your pants. 
3
 

 Like semi-casual with a shirt tucked in, you’re going to want to apply the same methods when 

wearing formal clothing. That means using a stoma guard, the Stealth Belt or suspenders when 

necessary. 

 An alternative to belts, which many male ostomates find useful, are suspenders. If you go for this 

option, be sure that your pants waist is large enough to accommodate the pouch; too tight and 

you’ll defeat the purpose of using suspenders.  

 For me, I can only get away with a shirt tucked in if I’m wearing a stoma guard or the Stealth Belt 

Pro (with my pouch horizontally). My stoma is above my belt line, so having my pouch under my 

belt is far too restrictive and cuts off the flow of my output. Certain stoma guards correct this 

problem by channeling output to flow down to the bottom of your pouch, without being cut off by 

your belt. 

 

Swimming: 
 

Men:  
 

 Choose a suit with a higher cut waist or longer leg; there are specific high-waisted swimming trunks made 

for ostomates, which feature an inner pocket, like one from. Ostomysecrets.
 3
 

 Boxer-style swimming trunks with a lining. 

 Surfer type shorts, which tend to have a longer rise in the crotch as well as longer legs, will also help to 

make the pouch less visible 
5
 

 Swim wrap or a t-shirt /tank will help conceal your ostomy. 
1
 

 Wraps or a Stealth Belt can also come in handy at the beach, and either will be fine getting wet (although it 

may take your pouch longer to dry). This option works great if your stoma is too high to wear the high-

waisted trunks. Stealth Belt does offer a neoprene version, that’s meant specifically for water sports and 

activity.
3
 

Women:  

 Lined swimsuit with "boy shorts" bottoms.
1
 

 Ruffle or skirt around the waist, or a bright pattern.
4
 

 Baby doll type two piece bathing suit.
5
 

 Bathing suit with a special lining, or stretch panties under your bathing suit to hold the pouch in place. 
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 Look for bathing suits with lycra 
6
 

 Tankini or a high waist bikini bottom options as well.
1
 

 One piece suit with side and back cut-outs instead of a two piece bathing suit.
1
 

 Ostomy swim wrap or other ostomy swim wear from Ostomy Secrets. 
1
 

 A swim wrap or a long t-shirt will help conceal your ostomy.
1
 

 Wearing a second swim suit or a tighter under garment, such as biking shorts or a stretch panty girdle, under 

a swim suit can help hold the appliance in place, and reduce chance of it falling off. 
4
 

Caution: 

 You want to make sure that the pants are not too tight on your wafer if you choose to wear pants that sit on 

it. You also want to make sure that the stoma is not too compressed by these because it can cause harm to or 

cut off the blood supply to the stoma.
2
 

 Also note that if you are wearing a tight wrap and have a loop ileostomy, if you allow your bag to get too 

full, the stool can be pushed back into your loop ileostomy and be discharged from your bottom. It is best to 

make sure you empty your ostomy bag when it is 1/3 to 1/2 full.
1
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Do you have any tips? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Presented by Gwen Spector RN, GI Cancer Nurse Navigator at the Sarah Cannon Cancer Institute at Medical City Plano 

“At the end of the day, it is all about finding what works for you and what makes you comfortable. 

Wear what you want and what you feel good in.” ~ all ostomates made similar responses. 
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